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In this note we compute the totient numbers for the rational group-ring of the cyclic groups. 
We also give a simplified proof of our product formula for the totients and mention some examples 
for elementary abelian p-groups. 
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We recall from [l] the definition of the totient-numbers. Let El c [w” be any 
rational subspace that is orthogonal to the one-dimensional space E, spanned by 
the all-one vector u=(l,l,..., 1)~ [w”. We say that an integer m is represented 
integrally on the space El if there exists a vector VE Z” n (E,+ E,) such that 
C :=, vi = (v, u) = m. The totient c$( E,) of the subspace E, c Iw” is the smallest positive 
integer represented integrally on E, . We may give a slightly different interpretation 
by defining 
A,=Z”nE,, A,=Z”nE,, Ao., = z” n (Eo+ ~9, (1) 
and by introducing the projection operator PO : E,+ E, + E. we easily see (cf. [l, 
(l@l) 
[PdA,,,): &I = n/4(-W. (2) 
We observe that 4(E,)ln. If we let E2 to be the orthogonal complement of E,+ El 
in [w”, then we may define +(EJ and AZ, A,,2 as above. If we observe that from the 
isomorphism theorem of group theory we have 
[p&A,,,): Aol= [Ao,l: &+A,], (3) 
and if we note the equations det(A,,) = det(A,) and det(A,,,) = det(A,) proved in 
[3, l] we obtain 
[po(A,,,): 411~ . [~o(&,,): &I2 = L&q: &+41*[42: 4,+41* 
= det(A,,) det(A,) det(A,) det(A,) 
det(AoJ ’ W&,2) 
= det(A,)’ = n*. 
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Then we get, using (2), 
4(E,) - 4(E,) = n for R” = E,,lE,IE2. (4) 
We note that n(4(E,). c$(EJ can be seen directly without considering the lattices 
Ai [2, PO 81. 
02 
Next we recall some well-known facts about the rational group-ring of a cyclic 
group. Let p be a prime number. 
The rational group-ring of Z/pm decomposes as 
Q[Z/p”] = EOIE,I. . .IE,, (5) 
where the E, are the irredicubile components of dim Ei =pi -pi-‘, 1 G is m, 
dim E,, = 1 and where the spaces Ei, 1 G i s m are spanned over Q by the vectors 
p[x +pi . Z/p”] - [x+pipl . Z/p”] E Q[Z/p”], x E Z/p”, (6) 
and [C] denotes the charateristic function of the coset C in question. For the general 
case let n = p;Ilpp . * * pyr, then 
Q[Unl= Q[Z/p;“‘lO. * .@Q[Up?l, (7) 
and the irreducible components of Q[Z/ n] are given as Ei,@ * . * 0 Ei,, 1 s 4 G mj. 
Next we introduce some more general notation. Let I c {1,2,. . . , m} and let 
E, =@jieI Ei. Similarly we note that the irreducible components of Q[Z/n] in (7) 
correspond bijectively to the divisors of n which constitute the set Div( n) = 
{ISd<n(d]n}bylettingd=pfl...p>correspondto E,=E,,O..*OEi,.Let DC 
Div(n) with l&D and let ED=edED Ed. In the following we compute the totient 
numbers of the spaces E, and ED. 
Theorem 1. Let I c (1,. _ . , m} contain III= s numbers. Then we have 
$(E,) =p”-“. 
Theorem 2. Let D c Div( n), 1 F.Z II have an intersection with the set {pi, p:, 
of size IDn{p,,p?, . . . , pF}J = si. Then we have 
(8) 
(9) 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let I = {i, < i,<. . . < i,} and let iO= 0. We let Z/p” = 
(0, 1, . . . , pm - 1) and we let H/p’( 1 s i c m) be the corresponding subsets of Z/pm. 
Then we put 
7; = pi,-1 . Z/~‘I-‘I-~-‘, j = 1, 2, . . . , s. 
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Let us abbreviate the vector in (6) as e,(x). Then 
e=e,+ 1 e,,(X)+ C e,,(x)+. . -+ C ei,(x) 
xtT, xc Tz .X-ET, 
(10) 
is a vector in (E,IE,) n Z[Z/p”]. It is easy to check using (6) that the coordinate 
of the vector e at y E Z/p”’ is zero unless y is contained in the set T, + T2+. . . + T, + 
p“. z/p”’ of cardinality p*~~‘p’z~~~-~ . . . pi~-‘~-~-‘pmPis =pmPs, where we find the 
coordinate of e at y to be p’. Thus we obtain pPse E (EdE,) n Z[Zlp”l and with 
(10): (p-‘e, u)=p-‘(eo, ~)=p~*p”‘. This shows qb(Er)lpmP”. 
The same argument for the complement J = {1,2,. . . , m}\Z proves ~(EJ)~P~-~, 
t = JJJ. Since s + t = )I u JJ = m we obtain Theorem 1 by applying (4). q 
Proof of Theorem 2. We remark that if two numbers m, and m2 are integrally 
represented on the space E, , then so is their greatest common divisor g = gcd( ml, mz) 
[2, p. 61. We also remark that in case of two decompositions R” = E,l.E11E2, 
R”l= E;IE{l.E; if m, is represented on E,, then mlnl is represented on E,GE&. 
Now we let Z, = D n {p,, p?. . . . , py} and we have +(E,J = p~~-‘~ . n by Theorem 
1. This implies +(E,O. . .@E,,@Q. . ~OE,)lp,‘~. n by the second remark above. Let 
V=C’=, E,O.. *@E,O. . .@E,, then we find [2, p. 81 4( V)Iqh(E,O. . .C3EIa0 
Ed pi,,,“’ * n for i-1,2,... , r, and since Vc ED it follows that ~$(E,)lp;“l * n for 
i-1,2,..., r. Calculating the gtd. of these numbers and applying the above first 
remark shows 4(ED)]n:=, pyP”c. The same argument for the complement and 
formula (4) then complete the proof. 0 
93 
Calculations like the above can be carried out for other rational group-rings. In 
conclusion we make some remarks about elementary abelian p-groups, i.e. Z/p- 
vectorspaces. If G = (Z/p)” then the situation is quite unlike G= Z/n and the 
irreducible components of Q[G] are in bijective correspondence to the points in 
the projective space P((Z/p)“). We shall say that a partition P((Z/p”)) = Su T is 
a linear partition if there exist subspaces Ls c S, LT c T such that dim Ls + dim LT = 
m, where dim L for a projective subspace means affine dimension. We easily see 
that for Es =esss Es we get 
+(&) =pm-dimLs, +(E,) =pmpdimL, for a linear partition. (II) 
As an example for m = 2 obviously any partition of P((~/P)~) is linear and we get 
4(Es) =p for any nontrivial subset SC P((Z/p)‘). (12) 
Details and further examples will appear elsewhere. 
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